Exalted Dreams Of The First Age

The book was found
Before There Was an Age of Sorrows, There Was an Age of Awesome Splendor

Given the Mandate of Heaven to rule Creation following the Primordial War, the Exalted fashioned a Realm of unsurpassed power and glory from the world’s war-rav-aged remains. Though the seeds of its downfall were planted in the hearts of all the Exalted by the Great Curse, the First Realm would stand for millennia, and its rulers would shape the future of the Exalted world. At last, the secrets of that lost time stand revealed, as you adventure as one of that era’s Exalted masters. Will you strive to preserve this halcyon time or help to destroy it? A boxed set for Exalted®, Second Edition, featuring:

- Details of Creation during the High First Age
- Everything players and Storytellers need to generate First Age Exalted characters, including high-Essence Charms for each Exalt type
- Stats for prominent Exalted from the period

**Synopsis**

Exalted is my favorite setting from White Wolf, and after years of waiting and wondering what the First Age truly had to offer its inhabitants, now we get a glimpse of the grandeur and power that existed before the Usurpation. The ideas this accessory spawned for my own games are innumerable and I can’t wait to put some of these ideas in motion for my players! I highly recommend this boxed set to Exalted fans everywhere, it’s got just what you’ve been looking for!

While there are playability issues with DOFTA, the background and detail given for the First Age can’t help but draw you in. The balance issues don’t generally crop up until the highest or second
highest tiers, so there is still interesting and useful game material before the only issue I had pops up. If you like Exalted, but want to see how Solars lived before it all went down the crapper, get this set.

This is a HUGE installment for the Exalted RPG. Exalted is a game published by White Wolf Game Studio and is placed in a mythic Second Age of Man where magic, technology and fantasy are the rule of the game. And in this Box there is more than enough stuff to live in the First Age of Creation where wonders are the norm and miracles just take a little longer. Heroes battle enemies and save thousands. Magic is world-wide and its effects rival those of the Incarnae themselves. This is MUST for all Exalted fans!

In general I enjoyed this product very much and anybody who is into Exalted would also enjoy it. I’m ding it a bit in it’s score because of problems with the editing. I’ve noticed a number of places where it actively contradicts some other exalted books. Also while it set up some interesting setting info it’s an era of peace so you are going to have to work to create some drama and adventure, this product doesn’t give much guidance in that regard.
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